
Minutes: P&R District #1 BOD; June 11th 2013 6PM at LBJCC

Present: Larry Robinson, Richard Hull, Gary Elmer, and Cathy Bohman; Bonnie Story taking minutes.

Absent: Dennis Schmitt

Previous minutes:  Approved unanimously.

Treasurer’s Report: Richard Hull reported $14,560.00 in the general fund and $18,000 in the emergency

fund. Submitting $2993.20 in vouchers # 78218-78220 and 77652-77654, for a total of $3493.23.

Discussion item: Dave Wright, who is installing the front awning, is offering all of his labor for free as a

donation. Richard Hull proposes that the Board appreciatively pay him $500. RH moved, LR seconded.

Unanimously approved.

Calendar

• Larry Robinson reported on the upcoming concerts, the Women’s Club children’s carnival slated for

Saturday July 20th, and the cancellation of the August 1st Coyle Women’s Club meeting.

• Bonnie reported that the work of transferring all the old calendar vents to a new calendar cannot

be automated. Labor would necessitate budget item. Board agreed to hold off on calendar program

switch until possibly next year. Choose “agenda view” in the Google calendar.

Old/Ongoing Business:

• Front awning construction is in progress and looks great. Excess lumber will be stored by Richard

Hull in the thought that the same contractor would possibly do the rear awning and could use the

excess then.

• Copy machine for the center is not needed and is not worth significant expense. LR will take the old

machine to Goodwill.

• Picnic benches will be touched up by RH, will check at Lowe’s for a surface treatment that would

help the horizontal surfaces. DS checked for a worker to handle it and could not find anyone.

• Bonnie requested that an updated wish list/donation info be developed for the Food Bank on the

website. She will remove the old wish list.

New Business:

• LR mentioned the need for a non-slip mat in front of the triple sink in the kitchen. It will need to be

large, and a good quality ones that will not mar the floor are expensive. The Board approved a $400

capped expense for getting one. RH moved, CB seconded. All approved.

• Use of herbicides around the Center: LR mentioned that some local residents are opposed to the

use of “Round-Up” on weeds. Discussion followed. Policy resulting is that “Round-Up” shall not be

used at the LBJCC. If the weeds become a problem the topic may be revisited. LR moved, RH

seconded. All approved.

Meeting was adjourned at 6:50 PM by LR, RH seconded.

Minutes respectfully submitted by Bonnie Story.


